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About This Game
The Overdreamer is a side-scrolling 2D horror game, in which you must use and combinate various items in order to defeat your
enemies and carry on, so that you can figure out what's happening behind the scenes.
The protagonist is Niki, a little girl who finds herself in a nightmare, even though she doesn't even remember the time she went
to bed. She's somewhat quick to realize that she cannot wake up from this nightmare, and the dream may not even be
completely her own.
In physical battle, most of her enemies can kill her in an instant, so she has to rely on her smarts instead of her strength in order
to overcome them, hide from them or trap them.
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Overdreamer is an interesting game, so simple and yet so satisfying. The plot is about a girl trapped in a never-ending
nightmare, having to deal with horrible creatures, twisted geometries and a world full of darkness. The game alternates between
complex puzzles, quick fightings and very hard platform sequences. The history is well developed but also quiet expected,
without any real surprise.
The art style is really beautiful, with an interesting color palette and character that looks like to be part of a movie of Tim
Burton.
The combat is guided by the position of the cursor, so the attack can be directed to higher or lower enemies. It is simple, a bit
clunky, but effective, and I appreciated how the game is not only \u201crun or hide\u201d but feature an actual defense system.
But the best part is when the main character will learn the ability to turn into a fly. This feature add a new level of exploration
and complexity because can be used everywhere and at any moment. The sky is no more the limit and you can freely explore
everywhere you want, searching the way to advance or just new secrets (like a mysterious recently added hidden level).
Overdreamer is a classic but nice surreal-horror experience, with a beautiful art style and an always interesting rhythm. The
game is challenging but rewarding, with many different situations and creepy characters that will keep the interest high, even if
the plot is not so deep or surprising.
Complete review: surrealandcreepy.wordpress.com\/2018\/05\/24\/the-overdreamer-become-a-fly-to-avoid-the-boogeyman\/.
The game ended a bit too soon. I was expecting more... But still, I had fun playing it.
For those who want to see more of the game, just check out my video playlist.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PLlSUMOckxhN_dljjSA2zLDFebRs2Hypqk
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